
Dancers    At Sea
Pre-Cruise Argentine Tango Package 

Arriving March 3, 2024

Day 1 - March 3, 2024 - AR - BUENOS AIRES Argentina 
Buenos Aires/Int'l Airport Ezeiza (English driver) 
Transfer from airport to hotel in Buenos Aires 

Hotel Loi Suites**** Buenos Aires 
Accommodations in Standard rooms - 3 nights, Buffet Breakfast daily included. Loi 
Suites is a beautiful residence unique in its presentation, in the charming Recoletta area. 

Tango lesson this evening in Loi Suites followed by Milonga! 

Day 2 - March 4, 2024 - AR - BUENOS AIRES 
Buenos Aires City Tour (3 hours) 

This tour gives you the emotion of multiple Buenos Aires. You will see the symbol of 
Buenos Aires: the obelisk. Visit different squares such as Plaza de Mayo, Plaza San 
Martin, Plaza del Congreso. 

Avenues: Corrientes, de Mayo, 9 de Julio, among others. 

Historical neighborhoods: La Boca - with its colorful houses, San Telmo - home to 
Tango as well as the antiques Market, Montserrat. Elegant neighborhoods such as 
Palermo, home to many embassies and the capital’s wealthier population, as well as 
Recoleta - known for its parks, restaurants and nightlife, and the modern: Puerto 
Madero, Buenos Aires old port which has been completely renovated with many 
restaurants and shops, just at the city’s edge. Parks such as Lezama, Tres de Febrero and 
the Ecological Reserve. We will also visit financial and commercial areas and the soccer 
stadium. 

Tango Show & Dinner La Ventana 

A higher level or popular art. With the “Gran Orquesta de Juan D’ Arienzo”, two Tango 
singers, four dancing couples, music from “Altiplano” and “Ballet Folclorico.” 30 artists 
on stage.



Day 3 - March 5, 2024 - BUENOS AIRES 
Tango Lesson in Loi Suites followed by local Milonga in evening! 

Transfer from Hotel in Buenos Aires to Buenos Aires Pier (Buquebus ferry). English 
language driver included. 

Packages per person: 

Total per person in Single room $1,799 
Total per person in Double room $1,299



About Jacklyn & Cristyan
Jacklyn Shapiro 

Jacklyn began her dance training at the age of 12 in 
the Russian community at Universal Dancesport Center, 
where she became enamored with the art of Ballroom 
dance. Her instant love for dance and performance led 
her to become a competitive Ballroom and Latin dancer 
for ten years. 

After her competitive stage, she knew her profession 
lay in sharing her passion with others. Jacklyn 
continues to teach Ballroom dance while focusing 
mainly on the art of Argentine Tango. For Jacklyn, 
Tango has been an eye-opening experience giving her 
the opportunity to bring all of the elements together: 
the sensuality, connection, and the desire to express 
the inner-self. Not long after taking her first Tango 
steps, Jacklyn realized this dance offers something 
unique. The ability to dance from the heart, be 
yourself, and feel as though no one is watching. 

Cristyan Quiroz 

Cristyan Quiroz is an established international dancer and choreographer. He directs 
Taborda Dance Company and is the founding director of the Pa’Corrientes adult ballet 
company. He started dancing at the age of 12 studying Argentinian folk dance, 
Argentine Tango, and contemporary dance. His dance work experience includes dancing 
and choreographing for international dance companies, tv programs, and judging 
international festivals & competitions. 

Today, Jacklyn and Cristyan take every opportunity to learn from each other, maintain 
an open mind, and grow together as they continue on their tango journey. They also love 
to perform, teach and entertain using their versatile skills to showcase all of the 
different styles tango has to offer. With each passing day, they aspire to become more 
versatile dancers, and most importantly stay true to what Tango is at its core: Love, 
Passion, Creation, and a form of Expression. 

World-class instruction offered in a friendly environment from instructors with over 20 
years experience teaching both beginner and advanced dancers alike. Learn from this 
Argentine/Russian couple that is patient and passionate about tango both to beginners 
and advanced level dancers.


